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CSRA RESA and GRU Hosted a Two-Day Summer 
Conference for Educators in June! 

 
 

The 2015 Summer Conference Celebrating Student 
Voices: The Power of the Instructional Shifts sponsored by 
CSRA RESA and the Georgia Regents University’s College of 
Education was a huge success! Showcasing teachers from 
around the CSRA RESA region, the conference focused on 
the instructional shifts in math and literacy and the 
powerful impact they have on students. When classroom 
educators plan and teach with purpose around the shifts 
inherent in the Georgia Standards of Excellence, thorough 
and rigorous learning takes place.  
      

Over the two day conference, teacher presenters 
from all grade levels and content areas shared their 
expertise in classroom teaching. Participants engaged in 
active learning and left sessions with valuable tools and 
ideas to implement this school year. Each day kicked off 
with inspirational keynote speakers. The first day Principal 
Naesha Parks shared her personal experience that 
impacted both her personal and professional life. The 
audience was inspired to “see” what Dr. Parks now “sees” 
after her experience.                         (continued on page 3) 
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Interact with us on our 
website: 

www.csraresa.net 
 

Share Your Engaging 
Lessons by Contacting 

Mary Stout, 
mstout@csraresa.org 

Left: Brett Cooper, Riverside Middle.  
Above:  Jennifer Armstrong, GRU 
 

http://www.csraresa.net/
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Check out our Literacy 
Lesson Spotlight at 

http://www.csraresa.net/ldc 
 

   From Our Director: Gene Sullivan 
 Executive Director of CSRA RESA 

 

Welcome Back! 

Welcome to the 2015-2016 School Year! I hope this welcome finds you 

ready to meet your students well-prepared and eager to lead. We survived 

a very stressful 2014-2015 school year despite the best efforts of our new 

evaluation system as well as the Georgia Milestones!  CSRA RESA exists to 

serve and support you as together we tackle the challenges facing public 

education.  

We understand your concern and stand ready to join you in 

addressing these challenges head on. CSRA RESA is uniquely positioned to 

provide the support you have requested and deserve! We hope you will 

call on us and realize our specialists are eager and prepared to become 

your ally and new best friend. Truly, the future “belongs to the educated.” 

A WARM WELCOME TO OUR NEW EMPLOYEE! 

Diane Griffin joined CSRA RESA in July as the 

Instructional Technology and Elementary 

Specialist. Diane has served as a School 

Library Media Specialist for 11 years and a 

classroom teacher for 12 years. 

http://www.csraresa.net/ldc
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             Flipgrid is a web tool that allows your students to 
respond to a question via a recorded video response.  
             It can be used for an entire class or groups. It 
generates an online discussion that can be embedded in 
your blog or shared beyond the classroom to a 
community of learners.  
             It requires students to read, research, and reflect in 
order to post a thoughtful response.  

Flipgrid is not free, but you can create an account 
and get a trial subscription with a few free grids. Watch a 
quick demo of application at 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ie6ro4P7RMQ 

Try it at www.flipgrid.com 
 

 
 
 
 

CSRA RESA and GRU Hosted a Two-Day Summer 
Conference for Educators in June (continued from page 1) 

 

On the second day of the conference, Dr. Zach Kelehear, the new Dean of the College 

of Education, impressed upon the audience that a shared commitment and a relationship 

between the school districts and the university are keys to success. Additionally, anchor 

sessions were available for all participants. Carolyn Waters, ELA Program Manager from 

the GaDOE, along with Shaun Owen, Social Studies Program Manager from the GaDOE, 

shared updated information about both of their content areas regarding Georgia 

Milestones. Further, SLDS representative Louis Manzella shared information about the 

Teacher Resource Link and the Statewide Longitudinal Data System. In addition to these 

anchor sessions, Get Georgia Reading Campaign Director Arianne Weldon provided an 

informative session on the K-3 reading initiative sponsored by the Governor’s Office of 

Student Achievement.  

Survey results are in, and many positive comments were shared. CSRA RESA and 

GRU’s College of Education are very pleased with the results of the 2015 Summer 

Conference. An estimate of 165 participants attended each day, and many expressed a 

desire to attend a similar conference in the future. Another conference may soon be in the 

planning stages! 

 

http://www.flipgrid.com/
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Sarah Cordova Returned in June to Conduct a 
Summer Writing Workshop ~ D. Callan 

 

   Forty-four teachers, from seven of the twelve CSRA RESA districts, devoted 
three days of summer vacation to work with Sarah Cordova at our Dearing 
facility. Ms. Cordova, a national literacy consultant from New York, facilitates 
the Distinctive Educators Institute (www.literacymatters.org). She also has a 
Facebook page: D.E.I at https://www.facebook.com/DEInstitute?fref=ts . 
 

Ms. Cordova and the teachers collaboratively created narrative writing 
units using the eight stages of the writing workshop: 

1. Immersion   2.   Generating   3.   Selecting   4.   Collecting 
5.   Drafting        6.   Revising        7.   Editing        8.  Publishing  
 
Ms. Cordova and teachers shared titles of mentor texts, best practice strategies, and other 

resources that focused on a variety of narrative genres. Some of the genres selected for writing units 
were personal narrative, mysteries, fairy tales, historical fiction, and realistic fiction. Many K-1 teachers 
even worked on list and label units. Some of the most important "take aways" were:  

1. Select mentor texts that you can be excited about using for writing instruction 
2. As you plan mini- lessons, use the gradual release of responsibility model which 

follows the “I do, We do, You do” pattern 
3. Teach students how to “sketch” using only pencils and plan for students to illustrate 

with crayons/markers during revision phase  
4. Teach students to formulate and decide on a title and introduction paragraph during 

revision phase  
5. Remember this: Each day teachers will present ONE learning target, teach the ONE 

thing related to the learning target, and will model the ONE thing/learning target (writing 
strategy/concept). During the "You do "stage the students will attempt to show their 
understanding of the ONE "thing" independently after the “We do” phase (guided practice).  

6. During the "inform" and "present" components of a mini-lesson, it is OK to be the 
"sage on the stage" while the students "sit and get", but do it in 7 minutes or less. 

7. Teachers need to teach prompt writing so that students can be successful on state 
assessments, but also need to teach processed writing so that students can enjoy writing like 
writers and become “authors”.   

 
During each session teachers shared "aha" moments and asked lots of questions to help 

them complete their writing units.  Another caveat of this three -day workshop was that new 
friendships were formed and teachers left not only with a writing unit that they are excited 
about implementing in the fall, but also with professional contacts to connect with as they 
continue the unit writing journey together.  
 
Sarah Cordova will return to CSRA RESA in February 2016 to facilitate a “Writing Conference”   

workshop.  Be sure to register for the workshop at www.csraresa.net . 

https://www.facebook.com/DEInstitute?fref=ts
http://www.csraresa.net/


 

 

Congratulations to  
our  

Student Winners  
from the  
CSRA RESA  

 Young Georgia Authors 
Writing Competition 

 

 

Holly Sun Stevens Creeks Elementary School Columbia County K Lisen to the Wind 

Yi'Zhariah Bell Swainsboro Primary School Emanuel County 1 Beautiful Spring Day 

Halli Kate Johnson Twin City Elementary School Emanuel County 2 My First Softball Game 

Malana Moore Wrens Elementary School Jefferson County 3 Princess-Pranks-A lot 

Daleah Booker Washington-Wilkes Elementary School Wilkes County 4 It Is On! 

Jamie T. Rouse Terrace Manor Elementary School Richmond County 5 George Crum 

Heather Boutwell Thomson-McDuffie Middle School McDuffie County 6 The One Last Forever 

Amber 
Rice 

A. R. Johnson Magnet School Richmond County 7 An Unpredictable Future 

Amber Wilkerson Emanuel County Institute Emanuel County 8 Love is a Fight 

Taiylor Goodwin Jefferson County High School Jefferson County 9 Staring at the Sun 

Abygail Davis Lincoln County High School Lincoln County 10 Moving Day 

Ckahlysia Walker Butler High School Richmond County 11 Conversation 

Lincoln LeRoy Lincoln County High School Lincoln County 12 More than Meets the Ear 
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